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In recent years, a realization that networks are ubiquitous in the natural and engineered
worlds has led to a burgeoning interest in finding commonalities in their structures and
dynamics. Here, we introduce a new design focus in this science of networks by proposing
generic methods for synthesizing network controllers that exploit the topological structure.
That is, we motivate a canonical controller synthesis problem for networks that has
applications in such diverse areas as virus-spreading control and air traffic flow
management. We address this design problem by using new techniques from
decentralized control theory. Specifically, we mesh optimization machinery together
with eigenvalue sensitivity and graph theory notions to identify general structural
features of optimally actuated networks. From these features, we are in turn able to
explicitly construct high-performance controllers, i.e. the ones that best exploit the
network’s topological structure. Our general approach for controller design is important
because it both provides a broad insight into the structure of well-designed networks and
contributes engineering solutions in numerous application areas (e.g. reduction in
management delays and human-controller workload in air traffic systems).
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1. Introduction

Historically, efforts have been made to model various network’s dynamics,
including electrical power system transients (Anderson & Fouad 2003),
metapopulation dynamics (Levins 1969) and (more recently) biological-oscillator
synchronization (Strogatz 1993), among many others. In the last 20 years or so,
these individual efforts have evolved into a ‘science of networks’ (e.g. Bak et al.
1987; Albert & Barabási 2000; Watts 2003, 2004; de Menezes & Barabási 2004;
Newman et al. 2006). That is, scientists and engineers have identified
commonalities among the structures and dynamics of many natural and man-
made networks. They have thus sought to codify the typical structural features
of networks, and in turn to understand how these features modulate the
network’s dynamics. There have been numerous outcomes of this science of
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networks, ranging from statistical prediction of failure event sizes (Carreras et al.
2002) to conceptual discussions about whether the structures of engineered
(designed) and natural networks are similar (Carlson & Doyle 1999). These
studies have been buttressed by an impressive body of analytical research on
matrix algebra, which proves valuable for network analysis because interactions
between network components (parts) can be codified using matrices. Of
particular note in this broad domain are works on D-stability and diagonal
Lyapunov stability (which are useful, e.g. in studying population dynamics;
Hershkowitz 1992), efforts to characterize pertinent classes of matrices such as
non-negative matrices (Berman & Plemmons 1994) and the more recently
developed field of spectral graph theory (Chung 1994).

While the science of networks has been extensively developed, it is our
contention that these efforts have largely focused on modelling, i.e. on predicting
the network’s structural and dynamic characteristics. What has heretofore not
been addressed in a general way is the critical task of network management and
design, i.e. of efficiently using available resources to improve a network’s
dynamic performance by exploiting its topology. In myriad application areas,
addressing such design tasks would permit significant improvement of the
network performance (e.g. reduction in air traffic delays or less-intrusive
containment of virus spread). Just as networks have commonalities in their
structures and dynamics, one would hope that management and design problems
for various networks could be abstracted to a common core, and in turn these
features of good designs (or of networks upon design) could be identified. Here,
we motivate through many examples a canonical problem of network controller
(or management scheme) synthesis. Through this canonical problem, we make
clear that network controller synthesis problems require new matrix analysis
methods, and hence develop matrix-theoretic tools for synthesis. In this process,
we also identify characteristics of well-controlled networks.

In discussing the need for design, it is worth noting that communication
network engineers (in domains such as ad hoc networking, Internet congestion
control and computer-work elimination, among others) have recently begun
contemplating the role played by a network’s graph in system design (e.g. Costa
et al. 2004; Hekmat 2006) and have studied optimization of certain network
(routing or control) algorithms (e.g. Kelly 2003; Gevros & Crowcroft 2004; Wang
et al. 2006). These efforts are meshed with our philosophy that network
performance must be shaped/optimized through the use of the network topology.
However, the graph-theoretic studies (e.g. Costa et al. 2004; Hekmat 2006)
largely focus on evaluating the impact of the graph structure on the network
performance for a particular design, or, at best, pursue the design of a few global
graph statistics (e.g. node degree distribution). On the other hand, the
heterogeneous design studies are focused on optimizing static (steady-state)
performance measures (Wang et al. 2006) using, for example, a linear
programming formulation, or on optimizing congestion/throughput at single
bottlenecks (Kelly 2003; Gevros & Crowcroft 2004). In contrast, we motivate
and address the design of network dynamics using fine (local) controls, while still
making explicit the role played by the graph topology. We believe strongly that
our efforts to control/shape the network dynamics by assigning local resources to
exploit the graph topology are of significant interest in communications
applications, in addition to the network applications that we develop here.
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The tools that we develop are inspired by problems from the field of
decentralized control theory (Wang & Davison 1973; Siljak 1994) and, in fact,
contribute to research efforts in this field. In contrast to the complex networks
literature, control theory has long focused on designing dynamics through
feedback. Decentralized control theory—which is concerned with systems whose
parts each have incomplete ability to observe and actuate the dynamics—can
potentially address network management/control problems. Unfortunately,
decentralized controllers historically have been designed to achieve performance
goals by making individual system components robust to any network impact
(Siljak 1994). Such a paradigm is not viable for modern networks, in which
individual parts cannot possibly achieve performance aims without using their
network connections, and hence modern control strategies must take advantage of
the network topology. With this requirement in mind, only the seminal work of
Wang & Davison and works derived thereof—which give conditions for the
existence of stabilizing dynamic controllers for a very broad class of decentralized
systems—are viable for the control of modern networks (Wang & Davison 1973).
In fact, beyond the existence results provided in Fisher & Fuller (1958) and
Wang & Davison (1973; which consider static or memoryless controllers), very
little is known about the complex network control. In particular, novel methods
for synthesizing high-performance controllers are badly needed.

Over the last 5 years or so, there has been a recognition that practical
decentralized control requires analysing the structure and dynamics of complex
networks using graph theory methods (Roy et al. 2006; Olfati-Saber et al. 2007).
This recognition has led to the formulation of a suite of algorithms and
controllers for autonomous agent networks (e.g. vehicle teams, sensor networks)
that use the network’s graph topology. In turn, various tests for checking
whether such algorithms/controllers can complete desired tasks have been
developed. However, systematic tools for designing high-performance controllers
have not been developed even for these applications. Our recent work (Roy &
Saberi 2007) proposes a methodology for designing high-performance hetero-
geneous controllers (the ones that provide different amounts of resource/
actuation) for certain simple autonomous agent dynamics. Our efforts here show
that similar tools—which are based on optimization machinery together with
eigenvalue sensitivity and graph algebra notions—are applicable to an important
family of decentralized design problems for both autonomous agent and
internally coupled networks, including some constrained ones. Our results also
highlight that very simple and structurally insightful design tools can be
obtained for certain special classes of network topologies, such as the ones with
non-negative weights.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In §2 we motivate the importance
of decentralized design using several applications, including virus-spreading
control and air traffic management. In §3, a canonical design problem that
addresses these applications is formulated. Specifically, the problem of designing
diagonal matrices D and/or K to minimize a cost that is a function of DCKG,
where the square matrix G represents the network topology, is introduced.
Section 4 introduces the analytical methods used to solve these design problems
and summarizes the design; some details can be found in appendix A. Finally,
examples are pursued in §5.
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2. Controller synthesis problems in modern networks

Decentralized controller design is a critical need in myriad network applications.
Here, we formulate network controller synthesis problems in some detail for two
applications: (i) virus-spreading control and (ii) coordinated air traffic flow
management (TFM). We also briefly describe synthesis problems in two other
domains, namely autonomous vehicle control and iterative numerical solution of
systems of linear equations. Each synthesis task is an example of the canonical
problem pursued in this article. More extensive formulations of these four
design tasks can be found in Roy & Saberi (2007), Wan & Roy (in press) and
Wan et al. (submitted).

(a ) Spatially heterogeneous virus-spreading control

The impacts of recent biological virus epidemics (SARS and foot-and-mouth
disease) and computer viruses highlight the need for mathematically modelling
virus spread and, in turn, developing controllers that reduce epidemic spread
with limited resources. Epidemic control can be viewed as reducing the basic
reproduction ratio R0 (defined as the average number of secondary infections
produced during an infected individual’s infectious period, when the individual is
introduced into a population where everyone is susceptible; Anderson & May
1991). For virus spreads in heterogeneous populations, R0 is often computed as
the dominant eigenvalue1 of the next generation operator (matrix ) of a multi-
group model (see Diekmann & Heesterbeck 2000). Although spatial structure is
believed to greatly impact epidemic spread (Riley et al. 2003), there is little work
in the literature on designing controls (e.g. isolation and quarantine) that exploit
the network’s topological structure to reduce epidemic spread with limited
resources. We seek to design limited resource allocations (controls) that
optimally reduce R0 by exploiting the topological structure.

In the interest of clarity, we pursue the design for a basic (susceptible–
infected–susceptible) heterogeneous multi-group model, with the understanding
that similar designs can be developed for more detailed models. Specifically, the
multi-group model for spatial epidemic spread developed in Riley et al. (2003)
can be generalized to admit spatially heterogeneous control. In this case, the next
generation matrix is

AZ bT diag!TiriNi" diag!hii"Cdiag!ci"

0 h21 . hn1

h12 0 . hn2

« « « «

h1n h2n . 0

2

66664

3

77775

0

BBBB@

1

CCCCA
#diag!Ni"$K1;

where b is the transmission coefficient (incorporating infectiousness and average
contact rate); T is the nominal infectious period; Ni is the population in region i;
and each hji is a corrective term that accounts for the relative rate of
inhomogeneous mixing between regions i and j. The region-specific scaling
parameters Ti , ri and ci (2[0,1]) are the controls that admit design.
1R0 is a real number since an interaction network structure is non-negative and irreducible.
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(i) The parameter ri scales the contact rate of individuals in region i, which
decreases virus spread both locally and to spatial neighbours. Note that ri
can be reduced by isolation of closely connected and fairly isolated groups
such as a school/college or by vaccination.

(ii) The parameter ci scales the contact rate of individuals from outside
regions to a region i. The external contact rate factor ci can be reduced by
prohibition of travel from other regions to region i or, similarly, isolation
of arriving travellers for longer than the incubation period.

(iii) We allow the average duration of the infectious period in each region i to
deviate from T by a factor of Ti , which can be reduced by shortening the
time between symptom appearance and hospitalization in region i.

Control measures such as isolating people who may have contacted an infected
individual (e.g. through isolation of a neighbourhood) reduce both Ti and ri.

Our aim is to design Tiri and/or ci to minimize the basic reproduction ratio
(i.e. the dominant eigenvalue of A) subject to the individual constraints on these
parameters and subject to total resource constraints (

P
Tiri or

P
ci larger than

a lower bound). For instance, to design Tiri , we can form the following
constrained optimization problem.

Problem 2.1. Design a diagonal matrix K, such that lmax(KG) is minimized,
where K is subject to the following constraints:

(i) tr!K"Z
P

KiRG and
(ii) 0%Ki%1 for all i.

Here, the actuation matrix K equals diag(tiri); the topology matrix G captures the
remainder of the dynamics; the constraints on TiRi yield that 0%Ki%1 and that
Ki in total exceed a lower bound G (since much resource is needed to make Ki

small; see Wan et al. (submitted) for further details).

In the case that we design ci , we can similarly formulate the following design
problem.

Problem 2.2. Design a diagonal matrix K, such that lmax(DCKG) is
minimized, where K is subject to the following constraints:

(i) tr(K )RG and
(ii) 0%Ki%1 for all i.

Equivalently, we address the problem of reducing R0 to a desirable value (e.g.
the critical threshold R0Z1) using minimal amounts of resources. Such a
systematic design of these inhomogeneous control parameters can provide
guidance for effective epidemic control.

Automaton models that capture the evolution of individuals’ infection states
through interaction are also widely used in epidemic modelling, especially in
characterizing computer viruses. We have also formulated the problem of
designing optimal spatially heterogeneous controls in the context of an
automaton model (in which probabilities that individuals are infected evolve).
This decentralized design problem is similar to the one detailed above (see Wan
et al. (submitted) for details and Wang et al. (2000) for background). We stress
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here that the design problems introduced in this study are decentralized ones,
in that the controls act on populations travelling to or from one region, or
on individuals.

(b ) Coordinated air TFM

One major complexity in air TFM is that flow restrictions (e.g. en route miles-
in-trail restrictions, ground delay programs) only act locally, and yet must be
coordinated to achieve network-wide objectives (Farley et al. 2001). Appro-
priately designing decentralized management strategies can permit significant
reduction in traffic delays, while simultaneously reducing human-controller
workload and reducing safety concerns.

The bulk of the literature on coordinated flow management either focuses on
how strategies can be implemented in practice (Hoang et al. 2002) or pursues the
design of coordinated TFM, assuming that aircraft flows are deterministic and
further that individual aircraft can be scheduled at each restriction (Bayen et al.
2004). In fact, uncertainties (due to take-off time variations and weather) critically
impact flows and also many flow restrictions simply enforce spacing between
aircraft rather than permitting arbitrary scheduling. With these concerns in mind,
we have developed a family of abstractions for restrictions acting on stochastic
flows, each of which demonstrates the essential trade-off between downstream
variability and upstream backlog/delay caused by a restriction (Wan & Roy
in press). Here, we incorporate a highly abstracted algebraic model for a restriction
into an Eulerian network flow model (which captures take-off/splitting/merging
flows) to pose a network-wide flow management design problem. This formulation
allows us to design restriction strengths and further yields graphical insights into
the structure of good flow management designs.

Our model captures aircraft-count variabilities before and after n boundary
restrictions (which we denote vi and wi , respectively), as well as the backlogs Bi

caused by these boundary restrictions. We assume a simple linear dependence of
the downstream variability and upstream backlog (in the steady state) on the
strength of the restriction. Specifically, for boundaries within the airspace, we have
wiZ(1Kai)vi and BiZgaili , where ai2[0,1] is the restriction strength; g is a
scaling factor; and li is the mean number of aircraft passing the boundary. For
boundaries i corresponding to flows entering the airspace, we assume variabilities
corresponding to Poisson process flows, and no backlog. We also model
splitting/merging of flows between boundaries by relating each inflow variability
to the outflow variabilities of neighbouring restrictions, specifically as
viZ

Pn
iZ1 wjgji, where gjiO0 implies that there is a flow from restrictions j to i.

We note that some restriction strengths ai can be designed, while others are fixed.
The design problem of interest is to set the parameters ai to get desirable

variability in downstream flows or regional counts, while maintaining small
backlogs (so that total counts in upstream regions do not exceed thresholds and
aircraft are not subject to long delays). Specifically, a natural performance
measure is one that captures the total impact of the control on the aircraft counts
in a couple of critical regions by combining the variabilities of flows in the regions
with the backlogs in the regions caused by restrictions. Many such measures are
well approximated as being linear or quadratic in the backlogs Bi and
variabilities wi.
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The design problem posed above can straightforwardly be rewritten as the
following linear algebraic design problem.

Problem 2.3. Design a diagonal matrix Z so as to minimize a cost measure
that is quadratic in the entries of IKZ or ZK1 and in w (e.g. (ZK11)T(ZK11)C
wTw) subject to the following constraints:

(i) the system of n equations !IKZ bG"wZZ l̂ is satisfied and
(ii) each diagonal entry of Z is constrained to be in [0,1].

Here, the topology matrix bG can be simply computed from the routing para-
meters gji; the input vector l̂ depends on the boundary flow rates li; and the
actuation matrix Z contains the designable restriction strengths ai. We stress
here that this design problem is also a decentralized one, in that each restriction
impacts only local flows and yet a global objective is pursued.

(c ) Other applications

(i) Controlling autonomous vehicle teams

Autonomous vehicle teams must move in formation for such diverse purposes,
such as sweeping for mines, exploring underwater geological formations or
studying the Martian landscape. Physical constraints, cost requirements and
security concerns often necessitate that the vehicles only make decentralized
measurements, i.e. each vehicle can only partially observe the entire network’s
state through some set of (in general non-absolute) position and velocity
observations. The decentralized controller synthesis task then is to design the
force inputs to each vehicle from its observations. Assuming a static (memoryless)
feedback control paradigm, a high-velocity-gain controller can generally be used
(see Roy & Saberi 2007). In this case, the high-performance design problem can be
abstracted to the decentralized design problem of selecting diagonal matrix K to
place the eigenvalues of KG at desirable locations, where G describes the agent’s
position observation topology. Analogous problems also arise in designing, for
example, distributed estimation algorithms for sensor fusion.

(ii) Designing preconditioners for numerical analysis

Preconditioners are used to speed up convergence of linear iterative algorithms,
such as those that can be used to solve the system of linear equation GxZb
(Greenbaum 1997). Diagonal preconditioners are especially common because the
extra computation required for their implementation is small. Essentially, a
preconditioner’s performance can be measured in terms of a condition number
(typically either jlmax!KG"j=jlmin!KG"j or jsmax!KG"j=jsmin!KG"j, where l( ) and
s( ) are the eigenvalues and singular values, respectively, and K is the
preconditioner). Thus, an optimal diagonal preconditioner is a diagonal matrix
K that minimizes one of the condition numbers, subject to a constraint on the
signs of the eigenvalues. Finding the optimum is a decentralized design problem,
in that we are optimizing gains (weights) that have ‘local’ influence (change one
row ofG). The methodologies developed here can give insight into the structure of
the optimal diagonal preconditioner.
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3. The decentralized design problem

The controller design tasks introduced in §2 are all of the following form: a scalar
cost c(DCKG) must be minimized with respect to the diagonal actuation
matrices D and K, where the topology matrix G2Rn!n captures the interactions
among components in a network, and the diagonal entries of D and K are subject
to one or more constraints. We view this design problem as canonical but widely
applicable, and hence seek methods for solving it.

Let us first elaborate on each aspect of this design problem and distinguish the
problem from those previously addressed in the matrix analysis literature.

The topology matrix G represents the strengths and polarities of interactions
among network components, such as traffic flow densities between boundaries in
the airspace or infection-spread probabilities for networked computers. The
topology matrix may in general be an arbitrary real, square matrix, but for many
applications it is known to be more structured, for instance non-negative,
symmetric and/or positive definite (Berman & Plemmons 1994). We note that
the network’s interaction topology can be illustrated using a graph with n nodes
and with weighted and directed edges defined from the topology matrix.

The actuation matrices D and K directly or indirectly specify the control effort
provided to each component in the network, for instance the quarantining/
vaccination efforts provided to each district to prevent biological virus spread or
the actuation of autonomous vehicles in a team. We stress here that D and K
capture distributed control efforts in that they locally or partially change the
structure of G. The additive matrix D describes entirely local actuations or
topology changes in the network (e.g. the use of a computer virus detection and
removal program). Meanwhile, the multiplicative actuation matrix K describes
actuations or topology changes that proportionally impact all components
connected to a particular component (e.g. a restriction in the air traffic system,
which proportionally reduces flows to all downstream restrictions). The entries in
the diagonal matrices D and K may be variously constrained; particularly
common are instances where the entries are constrained to a simplex. Such a
constraint results, for instance, when the total resource allocated for virus control
is lower-bounded and the resource permitted in each region is bounded in an
interval. We note that the special case where DZ0, and hence the topology
matrix has the form KG, is relevant in several application areas.

The cost function c( ) is application specific. However, the cost is very often
associated with dynamics defined on the actuated network topology DCKG, as
in all the examples in §2. In fact, the cost functions for the examples in §2 are all
based on linear (or linearized) dynamics defined on the network. That is, each
component in the network has dynamically varying states xi associated with
them (e.g. numbers of aircraft or probabilities of infection), such that xTb
#x1; x2;.; xn$ is governed by the differential equation _xZ!DCKG"xCw or
x#kC1$Z!DCKG"x#k$Cw, where w(t) specifies external inputs to each
component. Since these dynamics (whether representing virus spread or vehicle
movement) are of fundamental interest for the applications, it is no surprise that
the optimization cost is often defined based on the solution of the above linear
differential/difference equations. Classically, the transient solutions of these
equations are written as a sum of response terms each governed by an eigenvalue
of the matrix DCKG, and hence the stability and settling rate of the dynamics
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depend on the eigenvalue locations in the complex plane. This motivates the
design of actuation matrices to optimize a dominant eigenvalue-based parameter
(often the least negative among the eigenvalue’s real parts in the continuous-time
case, and the largest among the eigenvalue’s magnitudes in the discrete-
time case). Alternatively, the steady-state solutions to the above linear
equations for a constant persistent input w!t"Z !w (given by K!DCKG"K1 !w
and !IK!DCKG""K1 !w, respectively, assuming stability) may define the cost.2

It is worth noting that, even if dynamics are not of interest, the eigenvalues of
DCKG give much insight into the network’s topological structure (see Chung
1994) and hence eigenvalue design is commensurate with topology design.

Connection to existing matrix algebra methods. This design problem
unfortunately cannot be addressed by the existing matrix algebra techniques
developed for complex networks. Spectral graph theory methods and methods for
particular matrix classes largely focus on analysing a given topology (matrix),
rather than seeking high-performance topologies among a class of possibilities
(Berman & Plemmons 1994; Chung 1994). Meanwhile, the D-stability and
diagonal Lyapunov stability tools give conditions under which all gains within a
class achieve stability (essentially a robustness result), rather than identifying a
single high-performance design.

4. Novel methodology for network controller design

Fundamentally, our control-theoretic method for solving the described network
design problem is based on recognizing that the actuated topology matrix
DCKG has a special structure when the optimal actuation matrices DZD% and
KZK % are chosen. That is, optimal or near-optimal actuations serve to alter the
topology matrix to a particular form; our approach is to identify this form, which
in turn permits us to compute the optimal actuation explicitly with a finite
search. We have applied this three-step methodology to design both D and K for
various cost functions, including those discussed in §2. In order to make the
presentation accessible to a broad audience and also in the interest of space, here
we include only an overview of the methodology and a brief description of the
results. We kindly refer readers to Roy & Saberi (2007), Wan & Roy (in press)
and Wan et al. (submitted) and appendix A for details. Specifically, we achieve
the design through the following steps.

(a ) Finding the structure of the optimally actuated topology

We apply standard constrained optimization techniques (i.e. Lagrange
multiplier techniques; Bertsekas 1995) to obtain structural characteristics of
the optimally actuated topology matrix D%CK %G. Specifically, by taking
derivatives of the Lagrangian (which is formed from the cost function and
constraints), we can obtain a set of equations that are necessarily satisfied by the
optimization parameters (in our case, the diagonal entries of D and K ). Here, we
are very often concerned with costs based on dynamics and especially
2The careful reader will note that the asymptotic cost for the air traffic example is slightly different in
form. The difference results because the inflow variabilities can be easily eliminated from the original
expressions for the asymptotics in this case. Either form can serve as a starting point for the design.
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eigenvalues, and hence taking derivatives with respect to the optimization
parameters involves invoking eigenvalue sensitivity results (Stewart 1974). In
doing so, we obtain structural conditions on the eigenvectors of D%CK %G, i.e.
when the optimizing actuations are used. This special structure implies to us that
critical dynamics of the optimized network are excited by, and propagate in,
certain spatial patterns. Identifying these common structural and dynamic
characteristics of optimally actuated topologies is one of the key contributions of
this research.

Let us list the structure of the optimally actuated topology, for several
example costs and constraints.

—Consider designing D to minimize the dominant eigenvalue of DCKG, where
each gain Di is constrained to an interval and

P
Di is also constrained. For

the optimizing actuation DZD%, the following is true for each i21,., n:
either D%

i is at a limiting value or the ith participation factor (the product of
the left and right eigenvectors’ ith components3) of the dominant eigenvalue of
D%CKG is equal to a fixed constant. That is, the optimizing actuation serves
to equalize the participation factor of each network component (from
actuation to response) in the dominant eigenvalue dynamics, to the extent
permitted by the constraints (figure 1). We refer the readers to theorem A.1 in
appendix A for a formal statement of this result and also the proof. Briefly, the
result is developed as follows: for an optimizing actuation, from Lagrange
multiplier techniques, we obtain that either the sensitivity of the dominant
eigenvalue to each parameter is 0 or the parameter hits the constraint
boundary. Working from the fact that the dominant eigenvalue’s sensitivity to

1

1/4

1
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1
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1
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1
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Figure 1. The structure of the optimally actuated topology is illustrated for the cost lmax!DCG".
Optimal designs: (i) GZ1.5: D%

1Z0:4167, D%
2Z0:4792, D%

3Z0:6042, l%maxZ0:7917 and
v%maxZ # 1 1 1 $T. (Individual constraints not reached; all components participate equally.)
(ii)GZ2.9:D%

1Z0:928,D%
2Z0:972,D%

3Z1, l%maxZ1:2661 and v%maxZ # 1 1 0:7047 $T. (Components 1
and 2 participate equally; component 3 at constraint.)

3 Participation factors were originally introduced in the study of electric power networks, to codify
how the dynamics of a particular mode (eigenvalue) of a system are impacted by each network
component (see Perez-Arriaga et al. 1990).
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each parameter (that is not at a boundary) is 0, we obtain from the left and
right eigenvector equations (with a little algebra) that the corresponding
participation factors are identical.

—For optimal diagonal preconditioners K %, the ith participation factors of the
maximum and minimum eigenvalues of K %G are equal in absolute value (i.e.
they can differ only in sign). The development of this result is analogous to the
one for the dominant eigenvalue of DCKG (see theorem 3 in Roy & Saberi
(2007) for details).

—For the asymptotic cost 1T!IK!KCG""K1 !w subject to a simplex constraint,
the product of the asymptotic state xi with the sum of the ith column of
(IK(KCG))K1 is equal for all i. The methodology for deriving this result is
again very similar to that for the above costs, with only the exception that the
sensitivity of the quadratic cost rather than of an eigenvalue is used.

(b ) Computing the optimal actuations

By invoking these structural characteristics of the optimally actuated
topology, it turns out that we can limit ourselves to solving a finite (albeit, in
general, large) set of systems of equations to find the optimum actuations D% and
K %. Thus, we can give explicit formulae for the optimizing actuations or develop
finite search algorithms for finding them. We note that these reformulations often
require the use of basic eigenanalysis or algebraic graph theory notions such as
the Courant–Fischer theorem (Chung 1994). For instance, for the optimization of
lmax(DCG) with respect to D, the structural result described above allows us to
find D% by choosing each Di as 0, 1 or 0!Di!1. By placing sets of Di at 0 and 1,
respectively, and then solving for the remaining gains based on the structural
result, we find that the optimal actuations can be computed by solving at most 3n

systems of equations (see theorem A.4 in appendix A).

(c ) Simplifying computation for special classes of topologies

For special classes of topologymatrices (e.g. non-negative, diagonally symmetriz-
able and/or positive definite; Berman & Plemmons 1994; Gallager 1996), the
dimension of the computation of D% orK % can often be reduced even further. These
simplifications result because the special topology guarantees convexity of the
optimization (so local optimality yields global optimality) and/or because the
eigenvectors of DCKG are further structured in these cases. The additional
structure also often permits simple interpretation of the optimizing actuations.

For instance, again, consider optimizing the dominant eigenvalue of DCKG
with respect to D, subject to the simplex constraints. When G is non-negative and
diagonally symmetrizable (which are reasonable assumptions in describing, e.g.
virus spread), the iterative algorithm for findingD% in many cases requires at most
n solutions of systems of equations rather than 3n. Specifically, the optimal
actuation can be found by first finding the optimum when the constraints on
individual Di are relaxed. Then, if too much actuation is required for some i, these
Di can simply be set to their limiting value and the optimum recomputed (with
the process repeated if other gains exceed their bounds; see theorem A.6 in
appendix A). An eigenvector majorization result allows us to justify that such a
simple algorithm can find the optimum. Recently, we have been able to obtain
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similar results on majorization of eigenvector components for arbitrary irreducible
non-negative matrices (not just diagonally symmetrizable ones), which permit the
extension of this algorithm to such topologies (Roy et al. submitted).

In terms of simplifying interpretations, for positive and symmetric topologies,
one can see that the requirement of equalized participation factors corresponds to
seeking equalization of row sums, or individual components’ impacts, as best as is
permitted by the constraints (lemma A.5). Furthermore, the proof of theorem
A.6 also clarifies that, for non-negative topologies, a network component that
cannot fully participate due to its resource limits is supported through extra
resource allocation at its neighbours. This interpretation is, for instance, valuable
in virus-spreading applications.

5. Examples

(a ) Control of the Hong Kong SARS epidemic

The article by Riley et al. (2003) developed a multi-group model for the
propagation of SARS in Hong Kong’s 18 districts (figure 2) and identified the
homogeneous control needed to reduce the basic reproduction ratio R0 to 1. Our
approach allows us to find the optimal heterogeneous control that uses the same
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1 Islands
2 Kwai Tsing
3 North
4 Sai Kung
5 Sha Tin
6 Tai PO
7 Tsuen Wan
8 Tuen Mun
9 Yuen Long
Kowloon
10 Kowloon City
11 Kwun Tong
12 Sham Shui Po
13 Wong Tai Sin
14 Yau Tsim Mong
Hong Kong Island
15 Central and Western
16 Eastern
17 Southern
18 Wen Chai

Shenzhen
Special Economic
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9 6
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the People’s Republic of China
Hong Kong Special Administrative Region of
the People’s Republic of China
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Figure 2. The map of Hong Kong’s 18 districts (obtained from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Hong_Kong#Administrative_divisions). We use the model parameters given in Riley (2003): hiiZ1,
hijZ0.57when districts i, j are neighbours; hijZ0.02when i, j are not adjacent; bZ0.062; andTZ10.6.
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total resource amount (see also Wan et al. submitted); this control reduces the
basic reproduction ratio to 0.64. Equivalently, it is easily shown that R0Z1 can
be achieved even when the total control resource is reduced to 79% of the one
with equal allocation (table 1).

These studies show that an epidemic’s spread can be stopped more quickly with
the same total control resources through heterogeneous allocation. This intelligent
allocation takes advantage of the spatial structure of the population by placing
more control resources in the highly connected parts of the network, such as
districts 5 and 7 in Hong Kong, and fewer resources in isolated parts such as district
1 (figure 2; table 1). In this way, the limited control resources are best able to reduce
the rate at which the epidemic diminishes. Such a control would significantly reduce
the impact on people’s daily lives in some districts (which have less control
resources allocated) and overall, while still stopping the virus spread quickly.

For illustration, we also consider how the heterogeneous resource allocation
changes when the local mixing rate hii is increased (compared with the mixing
rate of neighbouring districts hij). As expected, increasing the local mixing rate
makes the resource allocation more homogeneous (table 1).

(b ) TFM design

We also use our methodology to design en route restrictions for air TFM (see
illustration of the restrictionmodel in figure 3). Specifically, we consider restriction
design for several congested regions in an air traffic network, with merging and

Table 1. Resource allocation needed to reduce R0 to 1. (The optimal resource allocation for each
region is shown, and the total resource allocation is compared with the homogeneous strategy. The
entries in italics indicate that the corresponding regions receive the most resources.)

hiiZ1 hiiZ1.5 hiiZ3

district 1 0.0904 0.3778 0.6969
district 2 0.0904 0.4632 0.7475
district 3 0.4184 0.5662 0.7454
district 4 1 1 0.8081
district 5 1 0.984 0.9085
district 6 0.4184 0.5758 0.8295
district 7 1 1 0.9166
district 8 0.0904 0.4074 0.7292
district 9 1 0.9211 0.8266
district 10 1 1 0.8581
district 11 0.4184 0.5447 0.7806
district 12 1 0.7882 0.8202
district 13 0.4184 0.5543 0.8015
district 14 0.0904 0.4572 0.7413
district 15 0.0904 0.5216 0.7525
district 16 0.0904 0.5216 0.7525
district 17 1 0.8081 0.8092
district 18 1 0.8081 0.8092
total for heterogeneous control 10.22 12.30 14.33
total for homogeneous control 12.99 13.60 14.78
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splitting flows (figure 3). Flow management is required to reduce the variability in
regional aircraft counts (so as to prevent capacity violations), but without causing
excessive backlog and delay. As discussed in §2, the flowmanagement problem can
be abstracted to the decentralized design problem studied here.We can thus use the
design methodology to optimally choose restriction strengths in this example, as
shown in figure 3. In agreement with detailed modelling-based and operational
studies (Wan & Roy in press), our approach shows that restrictions are most
effective when placed upstream on flows that impact multiple congested regions.
The additional value provided by our approach is the ability to design restriction
strategies for arbitrary flow topologies and the possibility of optimizing/improving
these strategies.

This work was partially supported by the National Science Foundation and the National
Aeronautics and Space Administration.

Appendix A

We have applied the design methodology introduced here to several specific
problems with various costs and constraints (see Roy & Saberi 2007; Wan &
Roy in press; Wan et al. submitted). Here, for reader convenience, we illustrate
the methodology with proof for one canonical example, namely the design of
diagonal D to minimize the dominant eigenvalue of DCG (where we have
renamed KG as G for convenience, since K is assumed fixed in this case)
subject to the constraints that 0%Di%L and tr(D) is lower-bounded (see also
Wan et al. submitted). This particular form of the canonical design problem is
applicable to virus-spreading control in computer networks, among other
applications.

For convenience, we refer to the optimum D as D%, the dominant eigenvalue of
D%CG as l%max and the corresponding left and right eigenvectors as w%

max and
v%max. We begin with a structural result.

Theorem A.1. Consider a matrix DCG, where D is diagonal and G is an n!n
matrix, and consider DZD% that minimizes the dominant eigenvalue of DCG
subject to the constraints (i)

P
DiRG and (ii) Di2[0,L], and assuming the

(a)

flow

boundary
restriction

(b)

region 1

buffer

yield
region 2

Figure 3. (a) The restriction model is illustrated. A restriction holds aircraft at boundaries. Here,
an algebraic model for restrictions is considered. (b) Traffic flows between boundaries in congested
regions are shown. Also, the optimal restriction topology is given as follows: dark shading, strong
restriction; light shading, weak restriction.
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dominant eigenvalue of DCG to be real and non-repeated,4 the optimizing D% and
corresponding eigenvalue/eigenvectors l%max, w%

max and v%max (appropriately
normalized) satisfy one of the following conditions. For either

P
D%

i ZG and
for each i we have either 0!D%

i !L and w%
maxi v

%
maxiZ1 or D%

i ZL or D%
i Z0, or forP

D%
i !G and for each i we either have 0!D%

i !L and w%
maxi v

%
maxiZ0 or

D%
i ZL or D%

i Z0.

Proof. This proof follows from standard theorems on eigenvalue sensitivity
(Stewart 1974), as well as theorems on constrained optimization using Lagrange
multipliers (Bertsekas 1995). Let us denote DiZd 2

i , since we require DiR0 for
all i. The procedure for finding the optimum D% under constraint is to form the
Lagrangian LZlmax!DCG"C

P
ai!d 2

i Cm2
i KL"KC!

P
d 2
i Kn2KG" and set

the derivatives of it with respect to all variables (namely di , ai , mi , C and ni)
to 0. (Here, mi and n are slack variables to transform inequality constraints to
equality constraints.) This procedure leads to the following equations:

d%
i !w%

maxi v
%
maxi Ca%i KC%"Z 0;

d%2
i Cm%2

i ZL;

m%
i a

%
i Z 0;

n%C% Z 0

and

GCn%2 Z
P

d%2i :

9
>>>>>>>>>>=

>>>>>>>>>>;

!A1"

Note that the first equation above follows from the eigenvalue sensitivity
formula. The two cases in the theorem thus follow automatically from
consideration of the variables n% and C%, one of which must be 0. Specifically,
the case where

P
D%

i ZG follows from stetting n% to 0, while the case whereP
D%

i OG follows from setting C% to 0. &

Theorem A.1 states that the optimum D% can be either at or inside the
constraint boundaries. When D% is at the boundary

P
D%

i ZG, each D%
i falls into

one of the three categories: (i) D%
i ZL, (ii) D%

i Z0 and (iii) w%
max;iv

%
max;iZ1. When

D% is not at the boundary
P

D%
i ZG, each D%

i again is at 0 or L, or
w%
max;iv

%
max;iZ0. We note that, for any condition in one of the above forms, the

number of equations and variables is equal, and so we can get a potential optimal
solution from these equations. However, the number of potential optimal
solutions (the number of solutions that satisfies one set of equations of this type)
grows exponentially with the dimension of the matrix G, and so the calculation
will be very complicated for even moderate-sized G. In the rest of this section, we
will show that when G is specially structured, e.g. non-negative or symmetric, we
can develop more explicit (and hence easier-to-evaluate and interpret)
expressions for the optimal solution.

In the following theorem A.2, we show that for a very broad class of topology
matrices G, the optimizing D is one that uses maximum total resources, i.e. one
for which

P
iDiZG.

4 The theorem can be easily generalized to the case that DCG has real and simple dominant
eigenvalues.
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Theorem A.2. Consider DCG, where D is diagonal, G is an n!n matrix,
and the largest eigenvalue of DCG is real and non-repeated for all D, such that
(i)

P
DiRG and (ii) Di2[0,L]. The matrix D% that minimizes the dominant

eigenvalue of DCG subject to these constraints satisfies
P

D%
i ZG, if the left and

right eigenvectors of DCG corresponding to the dominant eigenvalue have the
same sign patterns for all D. Classes of matrices satisfying this condition include
(i) irreducible non-negative matrices and (ii) diagonally symmetrizable matrices
(matrices for which there exists a diagonal Q, such that QK1GQ is symmetric).

Proof. The condition that the left and right eigenvectors of the dominant
eigenvalue have the same sign pattern implies the relationship that, for all i,
wmax;ivmax;iO0. Thus, according to the eigenvalue sensitivity theorem, the
dominant eigenvalue decreases monotonically with the decrease of Di for all i,
since !vlmax!DCG""=vDiZwmax;ivmax;i is positive. Therefore, the optimum D% is
on the boundary

P
D%

i ZG. From the Perron–Frobenius theorem, the dominant
eigenvalue of any non-negative and irreducible matrix is real and non-repeated,
and the left and right eigenvectors associated with the dominant eigenvalue are
positive (Gallager 1996), and hence have the same sign pattern. For a diagonally
symmetrizable G, it is easy to check through a similarity transform that the
eigenvalues are real and the left and right eigenvectors associated with any
eigenvalue are identical related by a positive diagonal scaling, and hence have
the same sign pattern. Hence, the theorem is proved. &

Theorem A.2 guarantees that the optimum D% is located on the boundaryP
D%

i ZG, wheneverG is an irreducible and non-negative squarematrix, and hence
simplifies the search forD%whenG has this special structure. This simplification is
relevant to our applications, because for both the multi-group and automaton
models,G is non-negative and (for typical interaction topologies) irreducible. In the
illustrating example (figure 1),G is irreducible and non-negative, so we expect that
the optimumD% satisfies

P
D %ZG. In this case,D% can be found by searching only

through the first set of possibilities in theorem A.1. This search is formulated in
theorem A.4 for some matrices of this sort. Before that, in lemma A.3, we
characterize the pattern of the eigenvector associated with the dominant
eigenvector under constraints Di2[0,L] and

P
DiRG.

Lemma A.3. Consider the matrix DCG, where D is diagonal and G is an n!n
irreducible non-negative symmetric matrix. A matrix DZD% minimizes the
dominant eigenvalue of DCG subject to the constraints

P
DiRG and Di2[0,L] if

and only if the eigenvector v associated with the dominant eigenvalue of D%CG
has the pattern vmax;i !c i; s:t: DiZL"!vmax;i !c i; s:t: 0!Di!L"!vmax;i !c i; s:t: DiZ0", and
vmax;i !c i; s:t: 0!Di!L" are identical.

Proof. First let us show necessity. Suppose v%max is the eigenvector associated
with the dominant eigenvalue of D%CG. The conclusion that v%max;i !c i; s:t: 0!Di!L"
are the same directly follows from theorem A.1 and the symmetry and non-
negativity of G. More specifically, when G is a symmetric matrix, so is DCG,
and thus vmax;iZwmax;i for all i. Also, from theorem A.1, we know that the
eigenvectors v%max and w%

max of D
%CG satisfy v%max;iZw%

max;i and v%max;iw
%
max;iZ1 for

each i, such that 0!D%
i !L. Finally, from positivity of G, we see that vmax has

only positive entries. Combining, we recover that v%max;i !c i; s:t: 0!Di!L" are
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identical. Now we need to show that v%max;i !c i; s:t: DiZL"!v%max;i !c i; s:t: 0!Di!L"!
v%max;i!c i; s:t: DiZ0". Since D % achieves the minimum dominant eigenvalue,
decreasing D%

i for i, such that D%
i ZL (making them less than L), or increasing

D%
i for i, such that D%

i Z0 (making them larger than 0), while maintainingP
DiZG should increase lmax. Eigenvalue sensitivity naturally leads to the

inequality of eigenvector components, since the derivative of lmax with respect to
Di equals v

2
max;i.

For the sufficient condition, we know that if vmax;i !c i; s:t: DiZL"!vmax;i !c i;s:t:0!Di!L"!
vmax;i !c i; s:t: DiZ0" and vmax;i !c i; s:t: 0!Di!L" are the same, the corresponding D achieves
a local minimum (from above). It follows from convexity (which can be proved
easily using, e.g. the Courant–Fischer theorem) that the local minimum is in
fact global. &

Lemma A.3 presents the pattern of eigenvectors associated with the minimized
dominant eigenvalue of DCG. This allows us to check whether a solution D is
optimum by simply evaluating the dominant eigenvectors of DCG.

Theorem A.4. Consider a topology matrix G that is non-negative, irreducible
and diagonally symmetrizable. The matrix D% that minimizes the dominant
eigenvalue of DCG can be found using the following algorithm.

(i) Find a diagonalmatrixQ, such thatQK1GQ is symmetric.We denoteQK1GQ
as bG .

(ii) Choose someDi as 0 and someDi as 1, and rearrange the rows and columns of
DC bG in suchaway that thoseDi fixed at 0and 1are in the lower right corner.
The permuted matrix can be decomposed as

bG11CDA
bG12

bG21
bG22CDB

" #

;

where the matrix DA is unknown and the matrix DB has entries fixed at 0 or 1.
(iii) Solve the equation K1T bG111K1T bG12!lIK bG22KDB"K1 bG211C1Tl1Z

GKtr!DB" for l. This can be done through a simple numerical procedure.

(iv) Calculate DA using DAZdiagonalize!KbG111K bG12!lIK bG22KDB"K1 bG211Cl1).

If 0%DA%LI , and the pattern of eigenvector associated with the

dominant eigenvalue of DC bG follows lemma A.3, the optimum D is
diag(DA, DB). Otherwise, go to step (ii) until a solution is achieved.

Proof. We know from similarity that the eigenvalues of DCG are the same as
those of DC bG , where bG ZQK1GQ and Q is the positive diagonal matrix, such
that bG is symmetric. Hence, we can, without loss of generality, consider designing
D% to minimizeD %C bG . Since all vmax (ofD

%CG) whose correspondingD%
i are not

fixed at 0 or 1 are equal (let us normalize them to 1), we know the optimum D
satisfies

bG11CDA
bG12

bG21
bG22CDB

" #
1

v

! "
Z l

1

v

! "
;

where DB contains the entries in D which are 0 and 1. DA must be found, and bG11,
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bG12, bG21 and bG22 are submatrices of bG (upon appropriate permutation). A little
bit of algebra leads to the solution of l, D and v. If the pattern of the eigenvector
associated with the dominant eigenvalue of DC bG follows lemma A.3, and the D
matrix is within the constraints 0%D%LI, we have found a global optimum
solution according to lemma A.3. &

Although we have presented an algorithm for the diagonally symmetrizable G, a
slightly more complicated algorithm exists for allG that are non-negative matrices;
we omit this algorithm here in the interest of space. We also note that the above
algorithm may be computationally intensive in that the steps may have to be
repeated up to 3n times to find the optimum. For some topology matrices G, the
calculation ofD% can further be simplified.Wedescribe the procedure to calculateD%

under these circumstances in theoremA.6.Asapreliminary step, letusfirst explicitly
compute the optimal D when the constraints on individual Di are relaxed.

Lemma A.5. Consider the matrix DCG, where D is diagonal and G is an n!n
symmetric irreducible and non-negative matrix. !D that minimizes the dominant
eigenvalue of DCG subject only to the constraint

P
DiRG can be found as

follows: first, find !lmaxZ!1=n"!GC
P

i

P
jGij" and then find !DiZ !lmaxK

P
j!Gij".

Proof. First, we note that all entries of !vmax are identical, based on lemma
A.3 and the fact that here only the constraint

P
DiRG is enforced. Thus, the

optimizing !D and eigenvalue satisfy ! !DCG"1Z !lmax1. Therefore, the !Di values
make the row sums of DCG equal. !Di also satisfies

P !DiZG, since G and
thus !DCG are symmetric. A little bit of algebra leads to the expressions for
!lmax and !Di. &

Lemma A.5 states that, without the constraints that Di2[0,L], the optimum D
(denoted !D) is the one that equalizes the row sum of DCG, i.e. a resource is
allocated to each part of the network so as to make all their impacts identical.
However, when the individual Di is constrained, sometimes the optimum !D
cannot be reached. Building on lemma A.5, theorem A.6 states an easy way to
find the optimum D under several circumstances.

Theorem A.6. Consider a matrix DCG, where D is diagonal and G is an n!n
non-negative, irreducible and diagonally symmetrizable matrix. We can find
DZD% that minimizes the dominant eigenvalue of DCG subject to the constraints
(i)

P
DiRG and (ii) Di2[0,L] using the following algorithm.

(i) Find a diagonal matrix Q, such that QK1GQ is symmetric. We denote
QK1GQ as bG .

(ii) Calculate !l and !Di following lemma A.5 and check if 0% !Di%L for all i.
Denote the set of indices i such that !DiOL as LC, and the set such that
!Di!0 as LK. If LCZf and LKZf (i.e. both sets are empty), we have
l%maxZ !l and D%

i Z !Di.
(iii) If LCsf and LKZf, we set DiZL, for i2LC. That is, Di can be

calculated by first applying the following cases: DiZL, for i2LC; v1iZ1,
for i;LC;

P
iDiZG; and solving the above equations for Di as in theorem

A.4. If Di%L c i, we have D%ZD. Otherwise, we must recursively reduce
those Di, such that DiOL, to L and recompute D until all Di%L.

(iv) If LKsf and LCZf, we set DiZ0, for i2LK. That is, Di can be
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calculated by first applying the following cases: DiZ0, for i2LK; v1iZ1,
for i;LK;

P
iDiZG; and solving the above equations for Di as in theorem

A.4. If DiR0 c i, we have D%ZD. Otherwise, we must recursively
increase those Di, such that Di!0, to 0 and recompute Di until all DiR0.

Proof. When LCZf and LKZf, obviously D %Z !D is the optimum solution,
as shown in lemma A.5.

When LKZf and LCsf, the optimal solution has the special feature that
D%

i ZL, for i2LC. We show this in the following.
Let us say the unconstrained optimum ( !D) yields m elements in LC (m of the

!Di are greater than 1) and let us consider the optimal solution when these !Di are
constrained to L (while the other entries are left unconstrained for now). We
need to prove that the eigenvector components associated with these m elements
are smaller than the eigenvector components associated with all the other
elements (e.g. v̂max;i2LCv̂max;i;LC), and hence prove that this optimum is in fact
the global one according to lemma A.3. We show this using induction.

Basis. Let us use ZZ !DC bG for the matrix that produces the unconstrained
global optimal, call its dominant eigenvalue !l, and assume (wlog) that the first m
entries of D are too big (e.g. larger than L). Let us first consider decreasing the
gain in entry 1 to unity while optimizing the other gains (right now, we do not
apply constraints to these gains). Here, we denote Di as gain in entry i. Then, the
matrix of interest changes from Z to

Z C

Ka

DD2

DDn

2

64

3

75;

where aO0 and
Pn

iZ2 DDiZa. We would like to prove two statements: first, the
eigenvector component corresponding to entry 1 is less than the components
associated with all the other entries (e.g. vmax;1!vmax;is1) and, second, the gain
corresponding to entries from 2 to m is still at least L.

Recalling theorem A.1, we know that all vmax;is1 are the same, say c1. For
convenience, let us denote vmax;1 as v1. Hence, the eigenvector associated with the
dominant eigenvalue (denoted by l̂) for the new matrix is v̂Z #v1 c1 . c1$.
The Courant–Fischer theorem (Chung 1994) states that !lZmaxvv

TZv
and l̂Zmaxvv

T!ZCD"v. The eigenvalue l̂ can be written as l̂Zmaxv1;c1
!v̂TZv̂Kv21aCc21a". When we decrease the gain in entry 1, we know that
the maximum eigenvalue of the new matrix, say l̂, is larger than !l. Moreover, we
also know that v̂TZv̂! !l, since v̂ is not the eigenvector for !l. Thus, from the
expression for l̂, the first entry in the eigenvector for the newmatrix is smaller than
the rest of the entries (i.e. v1!c1). Thus, the first statement is proved.

For the second statement, we prove it as follows. Since v1!c1, the eigenvector
associated with the optimal gain changes from 1n to

1n C
v

c1nK1

" #
;

where we know that v!0!c (since only one gain has been moved so far).
Furthermore, we know that the maximum eigenvalue of the new matrix, say l̂, is
larger than l. Plugging into the eigenvector equation and doing some algebra, we
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finally obtain the following equation:

!l̂Kl"1nK1 Cc!l̂1nK1KZ2 : n;2 : n1KZ2 : n;1!v=c""Z !1Cc"
DD2

«

DDn

2

64

3

75:

However, since l̂Ol, v!0!c and Z is a non-negative matrix, we recover that all
entries in the expression on the l.h.s. are positive, and hence the changes in gains

DD2

«

DDn

2

64

3

75

must all be positive and so each other gain strictly increases. Thus, we see that
the gain corresponding to entries from 2 to m are still at least L.

Induction. Suppose that we bring any l of the DiOL to L (l!m). Let us assume
first that the eigenvector components corresponding to the l entries are less than the
components associated with all the other entries (e.g. vmax;1.l!vmax;iOl), and,
second, that the gain corresponding to entries other than these l ones are still at least
L. Let us show that after we bring another (lC1) st Di to L, we still have the
appropriate eigenvector component majorization and condition on the gains.

Let us consider bringing lC1 of !Di from the unconstrained optimum, such that
i2LC, to L. We can do this using two steps. The first step is to move all but one
of the offending gains to L (l gains) and the second step is to bring the last gain to
L. First note that this is possible, since after the first step, all other gains remain
greater than L by assumption. Without loss of generality, for notational
convenience, let us assume that we first bring the first l of !Di, such that i2LC,
to L and then move !DlC1. Denote the dominant eigenvalue after the first step as
l1 and the one that after bringing the last gain to L as l2. Again, applying the
Courant–Fischer theorem, l1Zmaxvv

T!DC bG "v and l2Zmaxvv
T!DC bGCD"v,

where the diagonal matrix D, corresponding to changing !DiC1 to L, has entries as
follows: DlC1;lC1ZKb!bO0"; D i , iZ0, for i2 #1.l $; and DiZDDi, for
i2 #lC2.n$. We also have

Pn
iZlC2 DDiZb. With a similar argument to that

given in the basis argument, we can show that the (lC1)st eigenvector
component is less than the (identical) components after position lC1. Repeating
this argument with each !Di out of the lC1 possibilities set to L last, we can reach
the conclusion that the eigenvector components corresponding to all the lC1
entries are less than the remaining common entries.

The proof that the remaining gains Di increase (and hence that they remain
larger than L if they were originally larger than L without the constraints) after
bringing these lC1 gains Di to L is based on the knowledge that the eigenvector
components corresponding to all the lC1 entries are less than the remaining
(identical) entries. This can be proved formally in a very similar fashion to the
case where a single gain is moved, which we have addressed in the basis step of
the induction. Thus, the details are omitted.

In case some other gains exceed L in the process, these can be reduced in the
same fashion.

For the case that LKsf and LCZf, the proof is analogous to the case LKZf
and LCsf, which we have proved here, and hence it is omitted. &
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Theorem A.6 provides an easy way to calculate the diagonal matrix D that
minimizes the dominant eigenvalue of DCG for a diagonally symmetrizable and
non-negative G. We can first calculate the optimum !D without the individual
constraints onDi , i.e. if every !Di satisfies its constraint,wehave found the optimum.
Otherwise, if the !Di that violate their constraints are either all larger than L or all
less than 0, the actual optimal Di for positions where constraints are violated are
equal to boundary values. This allows us to quickly locate the Di values at the
boundary rather than to try all combinations of k at the boundary to find the
optimal solution. In fact, atmostn cases (rather than 3n) need to be considered. If !D
has entries less than 0 and greater than L at the same time, we must fall back on
theoremA.4, i.e. search through the possible combinations ofDi at the boundaries.

In the illustrating example of figure 1, when GZ1.5, Di obtained following step
(i) in theorem A.6 are feasible. Hence, this single step finds the optimum D.
When GZ2.9, D3 obtained following step (ii) is larger than 1, while D1 and D2 are
smaller than 1. This satisfies the condition of step (iii). Hence, by fixing D3 at 1
and following the calculation in theorem A.4, we find the optimum D%.

We have discussed designing a matrix D to minimize the dominant eigenvalue
of DCG subject to constraints. This design allows us, for example, to allocate
limited repair resources to an automaton network to best fight against the spread
of a virus. It is instructive to study the structure of the optimizing DZD%, and
hence the structure of D%CG, from the viewpoint of this application.

The structure of the optimizing D is highly dependent on the structure of the
matrix G, which describes the connection topology of the network. The theorems
give us the insight that, for a symmetric G, the matrix D should be chosen to best
equalize the row sums of DCG within the permitted constraints. In terms of
resource allocation, this means that placing the most resources at the nodes that
have strong connections best prevents virus spread. This makes sense since these
nodes have the strongest potential to spread the virus throughout the network if
they are infected and similarly to heal the network when they are healthy.
Eliminating viruses at these nodes as soon as possible can quickly quench the
spread. In case the individual constraints prevent placing enough resources at a
node, nearby nodes are provided with extra resources to prevent the spread.

It is worth noting that this design is suitable for repair resource allocation before
the breakout of a virus or in real time during a virus. In other words, this design is
robust to the initial location of the virus. This is useful even when real-time
allocation of resources after the start of an epidemic is not possible, orwhen it is hard
to locate and respond to infected nodes throughout the network in an epidemic.
When the initially affected nodes are known, the design can be improved further
using this additional information. We leave this improvement to later work.
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